MSc Thesis Opportunities

The study of neurological conditions in an aging population

Dr Christina Wolfson (EBOH, McGill) and Dr. Mark Keezer (U de M) are leading several studies on neurological conditions using data from the Canadian Longitudinal Study on Aging (www.clsa-elcv.ca), a twenty year population-based study with over 50,000 participants. The neurological conditions of interest include: epilepsy, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, migraine among others. We are looking for eager and hard-working MSc students to help us with this work. Funding is available.

Dr. Keezer is a neurologist and clinical epidemiologist based at the CHUM Research Centre, with a particular clinical interest in epilepsy. Dr Wolfson is a neuroepidemiologist and population-based researcher, based at McGill, with a particular interest in multiple sclerosis and Parkinson’s disease. Prior knowledge of these neurological conditions is not required. A high degree of enthusiasm, independence, and willingness to learn is essential.

If working with us is of interest to you, please send your CV, your most recent transcript, and a letter of motivation, to:

Mark R. Keezer MDCM PhD
Epileptologist, Centre Hospitalier de l’Université de Montréal (CHUM)
Assistant clinical professor, Faculty of medicine, Department of Neurosciences & Department of Social and Preventative Medicine, Université de Montréal
Regular researcher, CHUM Research Centre
mark.keezer@umontreal.ca

or to

Dr. Christina Wolfson, PhD
Professor, Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics and Occupational Health, and Department of Medicine, McGill University
Senior Scientist, Brain Repair and Integrative Neuroscience (BRaIN) Program
Research Institute of the McGill University Health Centre
christina.wolfson@mcgill.ca